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Sustainable Construction Training and Research Centre Suscon at

Dartford, is a brand new institution pioneering a new approach to

an important area for the future. When Trevor White, MD of

Complete Group, began to focus his attention on the design of

the reception area, he wanted a desk that could command a large

open space and deliver real visual impact without compromising

functionality. “Sometimes, you need to make statement” he

explained “and with Clarke Rendall’s help, we certainly

achieved that”.

From the outset, Trevor was very clear about the styling

and specific elements that the desk should feature, and the

design team at Clarke Rendall called on their many years

experience at interpreting and enhancing initial concepts to bring

together a solid working design. The moment Trevor saw the bold

choice of colours put forward by the Clarke Rendall team, he

knew he’d made the right decision when placing the order.

The installation was carried out with typical Clarke Rendall

precision and Trevor was confident he could rely on Clarke Rendall

to deliver superb build quality. On inspecting the final product

however, he happily acknowledged that it was “actually even

better than I was expecting”.

The stunning 4.3m reception desk, finished in white, dark

grey, green and blue lacquer, proves once again that with the right

degree of design understanding it is possible to create something

completely out of the ordinary that delivers instant impact backed

up by solid performance.

For more information on how you can make this happen

for YOUR clients, call our support team now on 01908 391600 or

visit our comprehensive website.
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Reception Desk
4.3m monolithic designer white laminate desk with undercut

chamfer worktops, etch effect toughened glass upstands
with green and blue lacquer counter tops and green and

dark grey lacquered horizontal feature fins

Project: Suscon

Dealer: Complete Group

Business Area: Education
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